The original Pascaline was a mechanical calculator able to sum and subtract integers. It encodes information in the angles of mechanical wheels and through a set of gears, and aided by gravity, could perform the calculations. Here, we show that such a concept can be realized in electronics using memory elements such as memristive systems. By using memristive emulators we have demonstrated experimentally the memcomputing version of the mechanical Pascaline, capable of processing and storing the numerical results in the multiple levels of each memristive element. Our result is the first experimental demonstration of multidigit arithmetics with multi-level memory devices that further emphasizes the versatility and potential of memristive systems for future massively-parallel high-density computing architectures.
bottleneck in our digital computers 3 ).
For the above reasons, the concept of using memory to process information (memcomputing 4 )
is now receiving increased attention. Its foundations are supported by the mathematical notion of a Universal Memcomputing Machine 5 -an alternative computing paradigm to the Turing Machine -which shows substantial advantages when realized in hardware. Memory elements that store multiple levels of information can be fabricated either using active devices (e.g., transistors) or passive ones. The passive ones, in particular, hold the advantage that they require much less power to perform computation than active elements 6-9 and can be realized with a variety of materials and systems down to nanoscale dimensions 7, 10 .
In this paper, we will demonstrate experimentally a memcomputing machine that works like the Pascaline. We will use emulators of memristive elements (resistors with memory) we have introduced previously 11, 12 to build such a device. We will show that it is capable of addition and subtraction directly in memory. We choose to work in base-10 but our machine can easily work in any base.
We should note that multi-bit information processing and storage with memristive devices has been demonstrated in several experiments 9, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] The experimentally built memristive Pascaline (see Fig. 1b ) consists of four identical blocks responsible for four different digits of a number. The blocks are coupled to each other in series so as to carry over. Each block consists of a memristor M i connected in series with a resistor R i to +2.5
V, a reset circuit Res i , displayed in detail in Fig. 2a , and a pulse generator P i (here, i = 1, 2, 3, 4).
The digit value is stored in the state of the memristor and represented by the voltage across the memristor in the absence of programming and reset pulses. The memristors are connected in such a way that negative programming pulses from P i increase their memristances and, therefore, the voltages across the corresponding M i s. We use threshold-type memristors implemented with memristor emulators 11, 18 (see Fig. 2b ). The memristor model 11 parameters are α = 0, β = 62 The reset circuit Res (Fig. 2a) compares the voltage across the memristor V M with a threshold voltage V t (applied to the 'minus' terminal of A 1 ) and generates a positive (+2.5 V) reset pulse as soon as the voltage on the memristor exceeds V t . The reset pulse width is defined by R R,2 C 1 time constant (see Fig. 2a ) that needs to be sufficiently long to set the memristor into its R min state. This pulse is also used for carry over: as it can be seen from Figure 1b, Finally, addition and subtraction with the memcomputing Pascaline is presented in Figure   3 . The decimal operation regime has been obtained using 6 ms wide programming pulses. The Under these conditions, the circuit implements base-5 arithmetics (note that the memristor resets by the fifth pulse). V M is the voltage on the memristor, V t is the threshold voltage, A 2,out is the output voltage of the op-amp 2 in a. 8 -, which is the answer to the subtraction problem.
In summary, we have demonstrated a memcomputing Pascaline that is able to add and subtract using the multiple levels of memory elements (memristors in the present case). Even though we have used emulators of memristors, this machine can be fabricated with actual nano-scale devices and operate also with memcapacitors or meminductors 6 , albeit in a slightly different architecture, potentially offering lower energy consumption. The machine can support any type of numerical base, and is the first experimental demonstration of multi-digit arithmetics with multilevel memory devices, an important step forward for future massively-parallel and high-density computing architectures.
